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Answer all the questions.    

1. Condense the News story given 
given News Story. 

 
2. Convert the following snippet into a full blown News Story.
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Condense the News story given below into a snippet and frame three alternative headlines for the 

 

Convert the following snippet into a full blown News Story. 
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3. Write a letter to the editor responding to the  letter given below.

 
4. Analyse the advertisement  given
Advertisement.

 
5. Analyse the following cartoon carefully and give your views  on the basis of the issue highlighted, 

language used and visual presented.

 

Write a letter to the editor responding to the  letter given below. 

 

Analyse the advertisement  given below whether it contains all the major features of an effective 

Analyse the following cartoon carefully and give your views  on the basis of the issue highlighted, 
language used and visual presented. 

below whether it contains all the major features of an effective 

 

Analyse the following cartoon carefully and give your views  on the basis of the issue highlighted, 

 



6. Critically examine the following Editorial in terms of  its contents, views expressed,  stand taken 
and the style of language. 

 
 
 

 
7. Write a review of your resource book ‘News and views’ and give your suggestions for 

improvement. 
 

VISUAL MEDIA 
 

8. Compare and contrast the characters of Prof. Higgins and colonel pickering. 
9. What does education and training do for Eliza? 
10. Critically examine the similarities and differences between the play ‘pygmalion’ and the film ‘My 

Fair Lady’. 
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